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With all the different options available with modern electronic technology related to TV and accessories by Jeremiah Blanchard, cable TV is often the most basic service offered. It's easy to get caught or lost in technical jargon associated with terms such as flat screen, TruFlat, HDTV, digital cable, analog
cable, Tivo and lots of accessories on offer. Basic cable television is still widely available throughout most of the United States and around the world. Connecting the coaksial cable to a TV is a very simple process compared to other technical options available today. Find the cable outlet in your house. This
will usually be a wall socket near the floor with a protruding gear connection plug, with a single hole in the middle. Connect the coax cable to the cable outlet. Plug in the cable connection and turn it clockwise to screw it into place. Make sure the cable is tight and secure. Connect the other end of the coaxial
cable to the cable port on the back of your TV. This connection is exactly like a wall connection and can be labeled as cable in. Screw the cable tightly and securely. Turn on the TV and surf channels to make sure your cable connection is working appropriately. Do not throw the old TV cable due to a cut or
tear on the line by Quinten Plummer. Loss of forwarding or interference can occur even in a partially cut --- leaving you with a bad welcome or no reception at all. With an easy-to-find pair of co-services repair tools from your local electronics store, you can repair your cable with less effort than you think.
Follow the steps listed here to repair your damaged coacy cable. Find the damaged part of your coaksial cable. Use wire cutters to make a clean cut along the damaged part of the cable. Close the Crimping tool's RG-6 labeled olier one inch down the cable. Turn the stripping tool back and forth several
times to make a full cut around the outside of the cable. Slide the tool through the cable by removeing a clean insliar from the outside of the cable. Cut out the exposed aluminum mesh surrounding the insulation. A white, PVC-insulated copper strand is left on the cut part of the cable. Cut about 1/3 of an
inch between insulation, along with the inner-labeled part of the stripping tool. Twist the stripper around the section to make a clean cut and then remove the cut part. Yarn copper filament--- center of the cable and surrounded by insulation--- bend connector gold. Start bending the bend connector until the
insulation reaches the end of the connector and goes farther. Turn it tight. Only copper wire should protrude from the center of the bending connector. Connect the other end of the damaged coasilik cable and adding a twist connector as well. Connect the two repaired cables with a beyi. Screw one end of
the first cable to one side of the cable beyit and screw the second repair cable to the other side of the gentleman. Five different types of cable by Ian Schorr can be used for television and entertainment, each with different qualities and types of signals. Component video cables transmit high definition video
signals by dividing signals into three different parts. These cables are common and jacks are found in almost all recreational equipment. However, they do not transmit high-quality signals. These are the lowest quality cables, but they transmit audio and video signal within a cable. It is recommended to use
only on TVs that do not have any other input options. S-Video cables produce high-quality images because they convey color and brightness separately. Digital Video Interface and High Definition Multimedia Interface cables can transmit standard and high definition signals. Most modern TVs and other
parts of equipment come with one of these two inputs. As technology continues, there are more alternatives to cableTV. Expensive cable packages can put your budget and financial goals on a notch. Basic packages can be affordable. However, once you start adding all the bells and whistles things will
cost you a lot of money. Extras such as movie channels, sports packages, etc., average costs begin to increase. It is not uncommon to pay $100 a month, $200 a month or more for cable or satellite TV packages. If you get a good deal on a TV package, you can pay a smaller monthly fee for a while.
However, after the trial period ends, your premiums double or even triple. There are also installation fees, rental fees and other fees that can come with cable packages. Are you ready to cut the cable TV cable to reduce costs and help your budget? If so, here are seven of the best cable alternatives. Top
Cable TV Alternatives I remember cable TV first hit the big city I grew up in. It was the late 1970s/early 1980s. The first family to get cable lived just a few miles away from us. They're definitely famous. Then I went to tech school with his next-door neighbors. Everyone was surprised by the fact that there
are options for various channels to be available. We were accustomed to having the usual 5 or 6 local channels. So the cost of cable? $7.95 a month. That would be $26.78 a month in today's dollars - still an affordable TV viewing option for many families. Things are different today. These days most cable
and satellite companies are charging a much higher rate. Fortunately, advances in technology, such as live streaming, are changing that. New technology means there are more ways for people to have it for cable tv alternatives. There are a wide range of TV shows and movies you can get without paying
for an expensive cable or satellite package. If you're ready to disconnect the cable TV cable, here are some of the options you can use. Many of these options allow you to have a wider viewing option than traditional TV. However, they're much more affordable. Note: You must have Internet access to take
advantage of these cableTV alternatives. 1. Sling TV Sling TV is cool because you do not need rental equipment and do not pay installation fees. You can stream programs from your TV, tablet phone, or computer. Another nice thing about Sling TV is that it offers its customers a variety of viewing options.
For example, there is a Sling Orange package. It currently costs $30 a month and offers 30+ channels. The package includes ESPN1, 2 and 3, HGTV and one of my personal favorites: The Food Network. We also offer a Slingshot Blue package. It currently costs 45 channels and also provides only $30 a
month. Sling Blue offers different channels from the Orange package. Some additions are Fox Sports and the NBC sports network, Bravo, AMC, Cartoon Network and History Channel. However, some channels are the same. In addition, the company also offers a third option: Sling Orange/Blue. You can
get both packages for a total of $45 per month ($15 discount at normal pricing). Or you can take a package and choose from some add-on packages. Add-on packages cost between $5 and $15 per month. As of this post, Sling Orange offers 32 channels. Sling Blue offers 47 channels, and the drop-down
package comes in a variety of channels in each package. The package you choose probably depends on the channel selections you're most interested in. Bonus: Bonus Channels! As mentioned, you can also order extras when you are Sling. This plugin comes with several variations of packages: Kids
extra, Sports extra or News extra (starting at $5 a month)Ala Carte premium channels like HBO, Showtime, Starz and CinemaxThe International extra (viewing options for international shows) Comedy extra (comedy channel viewing options) and more. You can save on cable TV packages by customizing
your viewing options. Sling a la carte offering puts you more responsible for paying for which channels you are watching TV. Note: Local network channels are only available in certain markets with Sling. 2. Peacock Peacock TV streaming craze is NBC's answer. Basic Peacock is free when you sign up for
your email. They don't even retain credit cards from you! With Peacock, you have access to movie streaming from major Hollywood studios like DreamWorks and Universal. You can also watch thousands of episodes of current and classic TV shows. They have children's shows, like Where. And Curious
George. Sports and News series complete your viewing options. Peacock Premium and Peacock Premium Plus Peacock Premium is an upgraded plan from NBC. You can access more content for $4.99 a month. Peacock Premium Plus costs an additional $5 per month and allows you to watch ad-free. 3.
Hulu Hulu is most similar to Netflix (we'll talk next) when it comes to streaming packages. But it also has some cool features you won't find with Netflix. Hulu's basic $5.99 monthly package gives you the ability to view all movies in the Hulu library. You can also watch full episodes of many popular TV
shows. A drop with Hulu's $5.99 package will see you complete with advertising shows. However, if you are willing to pay $11.99 per month you can view episodes of the TV show commercially free. The small package includes current TV shows, classic favorites, children's shows, Hulu originals and more.
However, it only comes with a streaming limit to one device at a time. Another benefit of Hulu is that the most up-to-date TV show episodes arrive on Hulu the day after they air. With other streaming options like Netflix, that won't happen. Typically, you usually have to wait much longer to view new partitions
with other services. Hulu also offers the Hulu With Live TV package. This package contains everything hulu basic contains. You can also stream more than 50 of the best live and on-demand TV channels. This package includes sports, news and entertainment. Cost? $54.99/month. This cable TV package
is getting a little closer to its prices. However, it offers much more than you'll get with a basic cable package. It includes popular cable channels such as: Date channel HGTVThe Golf ChannelESPN1, 2 and ESPN NewsFox News and Fox Sports 1 and 2FX, FMX and FXXThe National Geographic
channelOxygenDisney and Disney Junior Hulu Live are also other channels. In contrast, we checked with one of our main local cable TV suppliers. They were offering more than 140 channels for $70 a month. However, this was a limited offer that expired after a mandatory two-year deal. Therefore, Hulu
may not offer all cable channels. But cable TV packages offer many of the popular ones at a fraction of the cost. There are some differences between Hulu and Netflix, but both have excellent streaming options. Bonus: You can buy HBO, Cinemax and Showtime streaming with Hulu for an additional
month's fee. 4. Philo Philo is a streaming service that gives more than 50 channels for just $20 per month. We also offer unlimited DVR and no contract. Philo's channels include A&amp;E and AMCBET and Comedy CentralThe Hallmark ChannelMTV, MTV Classic and MTV LiveHGTV and The Cooking
Channel And dozens of others. You can add it to movie channels like Starz for an additional monthly fee. It offers a free 7-day trial and you can cancel at any time. 5. Netflix is one of the more popular streaming services available as an alternative to Netflix cable TV. They offer three packages. Basic
Package Here are the details behind the Netflix basic package. $8.99 per month, plus taxesHD and Ultra HD not availableOn a timeUnlimited viewingDix, desktop, phone, tablet or TVCancel viewing at any time In addition to the first month free, you can not stream high definition with this package. This is
an acceptable package if you live alone or in a smaller house. It works if you don't watch too much TV. Standard Package Netflix standard package costs a little more but it's worth it if you have more than one person at home. This is the package we're using in our house right now. Here are the features.
$12.99 per month plus taxesHD is available, but viewing Ultra HDTwo streaming devices maxUnlimited is good if viewing on your laptop, desktop, phone, tablet or TVCancel will always be watching the Standard Package more than one person at a time. But that depends on your viewing habits. We rarely
get more than two family members broadcasting at the same time. Therefore, the standard package works for us. Premium Package Netflix also offers a premium package. Here are the details. $15.99 per month plus taxesHD and Ultra HD available4 streaming devices maxUnlimited viewing on your
laptop, desktop, phone, tablet or TVCancel always free in the first month This package will be a good one for a larger home with many viewers. Our family of six doesn't have more than two on Netflix at the same time. Therefore, we remain committed to the Standard package. A Large Selection and Other
Features Netflix currently offers more than 10,000 movies and TV shows to viewers. But, for many, the real draw seems to be their Netflix original TV series offerings. The company boasts more popular exclusive TV series such as House of Cards and Orange Is the New Black. They also support the reboot
of the Mystery Science Theater 3000, released this year. We've been subscribing to Netflix for about three years and we're quite happy with our time there. They have a good selection of movies and TV shows with a wide range of genres. If you decide to cut the cable, they'll entertain you. If I had
something negative to say about Netflix, the movie options would be pretty average. They don't offer many super exciting options. 6. Amazon Instant Video is a free streaming service when you buy Amazon Instant Video Amazon Prime. Or you can buy it separately for $8.99 per month. However, it doesn't
make much sense to buy separately. Amazon Prime is only $119 a year ($9.92 per month). If. Every month you pay, it's $12.99 per month. You'd probably better get the whole prime package. This is because it comes with a number of benefits such as free two-day shipping. Amazon Instant Video includes
a variety of TV viewing options in different categories. Some categories include: Popular moviesSy sports showsAmazon original showsPopumentariesKids TV and moviesClassical moviesTrap and fitness shows and movies Service also offers faith and other genres such as Family movies and Award-
winning Short Films. The Amazon Instant Video service currently boasts more than 18,000 movies and 2,000 TV shows. According to the latest report from the Video Advertising Bureau. This is a very heavy offer compared to Netflix's 10,000 movies and TV shows. Amazon Prime is one of the better
alternatives to cable TV. Other Amazon Benefits Bonus: Take advantage of Amazon Instant Video by buying Amazon Prime, you'll get other benefits. For example, you can get optional, ad-free music streaming.  In addition, kindle owners have access to the Credit Library. This means you can borrow a free
Kindle book a month with no deadlines. You'll also get free unlimited photo storage and more rights. Other benefits for Amazon Prime members include the 5% cash back reward program that comes with the Prime credit card. Also, get off to a 30-minute start on Amazon Lightning Deals. Amazon Instant
Video doesn't give you access to cable TV confectionery. And you can't watch sports channels or popular movie channels. Still, it will greatly increase the number of TV shows and movies available to watch at a super affordable price. Note: Amazon Instant Video hasn't been compatible with Apple devices
for years. This has changed with the recent development of the Amazon Prime Video App for Apple. Apple users can now watch Amazon Instant Video selections on their Apple devices. 7. With Disney Plus Disney+, you can stream disney, Marvel, Pixar, Star Wars, National Geographic and more. Disney+
also has special films, tv shows and documentaries. This costs $6.99 per month if you want to pay monthly for Disney+. Or you can save a few dollars and pay annually for just $69.99. The great thing about Disney+ is that you allow you to download and download titles as long as you are an active
member. As long as there's space on your devices, you'll get unlimited downloads for up to ten devices. You can get up to four devices at a time when using Disney+. Disney+ is compatible with many devices such as Apple and Android phones, Amazon Fire TV and Sony PlayStation 4. Note: As of this
post (May 2020), Disney+ has a special one that can only get Disney+ for $12.99 per month. If you are a sports fan, this can be a great one Package. 8. YouTube TV YouTube has also got into the streaming business with YouTube TV. Note, however, that YouTube TV is slightly more expensive than other
streaming options here. Starting at $64.99 a month. However, this is still lower than the many cable and satellite packages you will find. YouTube TV offers over 85 channels for streaming, including mainstream channels such as Fox, NBC, CBS, ABC and ESPN. You can also buy add-ons for movie
channels like HBO and STARZ. But unlike traditional and cable TV, YouTube TV doesn't have box rental fees, DVR fees or similar fees. Use the link above to go to the Channels section and type in your postcode to see exactly which channels you can find with YouTube TV in your area. 9. HD Antenna
There are other alternatives to cable TV, along with all the above mentioned streaming options. You may be surprised how many channels you can watch without a cable package by simply connecting an HD antenna in your home. I used a site called Antenna Web to look at our rural address. I learned that
when we place an HD antenna at least 10 meters above the ground, we can reach 55 channels. Free! Then he checked an urban zip code in our state. Antenna Web said they can get 73 channels by plugming in hd antennas! Not everyone can wear an HD antenna 100 feet above their house or
apartment. However, lower-level circle TV viewers can add several channels to their viewing options. You can also do this using other types of HD antennas. Here are some basic information about HD antennas. We'll share how they work and the types of antennas that best suit your life situation. The first
thing you may be wondering is what types of HD antennas are out there. What Kind of HD Antennas Are There? There are a few variations when it comes to HD antennas. You have a choice to make whether to install an internal antenna or open antenna. You also have options for purchasing: the versatile
antenna versatile antenna versatile antenna will explain a little bit about how to choose your next antenna purchase options. Off or On? HD antennas are available in both indoor and outdoor models. Open antennas usually go to the roof of a residence. They are more often used by landlords or landlords.
The closed antennas seem a little more discreet. They are placed in various areas of a house or apartment. Most of the time indoor antennas work well unless you meet a benchmark. Your home must be within 20 miles of the broadcast stations. If you are further away from this, an outdoor antenna will be
the best. An outdoor antenna will give you the best viewing results, even if you're close to stations. Versatile, Versatile, or Versatile? When you shop for antennas, the three versatile, versatile, or versatile. If all broadcast stations close to you are close together, the directional antenna works best. Visit the
Antenna Web website; shows where broadcast stations are close to your home. What if the stations are in the same general direction but a little far from each other? In this case, the versatile antenna can work best. Let's say the broadcast stations in your area are in opposite directions. In this case, the
versatile antenna will probably be the best choice. Go and visit the antenna web site mentioned above. It will show you a map of where the broadcast stations are close to you. You just need to enter your home zip code. This map will help you determine which direction the stations are in from your home.
On another note, not all antennas are the same as function and quality. It's important to read reviews when shopping for antennas. Work to find the best rated antenna for your home or apartment. For your convenience, I made some antenna shopping comparison for you. Below are four of the high-grade
HD antennas we found on Amazon. Outdoor Antennas Here are a couple of links to open antennas that had high ratings and good reviews. Roof HDTV AntennaMediasonic HOMEWORX HDTV Outdoor Antennas Here are a couple of links to indoor antennas that had high ratings and good reviews. The
HD antenna won't give you all the channels you'll access when you purchase a cable subscription. However, it will increase the number of channels you can watch on your local TV. And a one-time cost (as opposed to an ongoing monthly fee) means you can save money. There may be another attractive
feature of using an antenna to expand your viewing options. 10. Online Viewing Another cable or satellite alternative may include simple online viewing. Many TV stations - especially big ones like ABC and CBS - give website visitors access to episodes of their show. When you visit websites, you can
watch recently played episodes. Some cable TV channels, such as the Food Network, can even be used for website visitors in full show episodes. Each channel has different guidelines for the policies it offers regarding online viewing. Some channels provide all episodes for online viewing, while others
offer only a specific selection. Note that some channels will charge money for online viewing features. However, other channels provide free viewing online. Looking for another freebie of cable tv alternatives as a Viewing Option for Free YouTube? Free YouTube is another option for online viewing that can
replace your wired or satellite package. The popular web channel shares many movies and TV show episodes for legal viewing. A plentiful selection of free YouTube movies and TV show episodes. Nevertheless, some are available and are free with the Internet access package. Most things you can find on
free YouTube will be learning and entertainment videos. You may have to pay a small fee to watch existing movies or shows you see on YouTube. For example, I recently watched an old classic movie on YouTube. It cost us $2 to publish it. Keep in mind that you may also find TV episodes that are illegally
broadcast to view on YouTube. YouTube does its best to get illegally uploaded videos from its site as soon as possible. However, some will slip away. Videos uploaded illegally on YouTube are often marked by low-quality video. If you want to watch your favorite TV shows or movies without a cable or
satellite package, there are alternatives to cable TV. Consider browseing your favorite TV stations online on channel websites or by browseing YouTube. You can find episodes and movies online for free or for a small fee. Or, for a more important display menu, consider signing up for one of the above-
mentioned streaming services. Most of them come with a free trial - anywhere from seven days to thirty days long. And most of them don't require you to sign a contract. You can stop or start the service as you want. Streaming Saves Money We've been using streaming services like Netflix and Hulu for
about six years. We see that they fit our vision needs. We have no desire to go back to paying for cable tv or satellite package. Are you planning on canceling your cable TV subscription to find cheaper ways to watch your favorite TV shows and movies? If so, there is a good chance that one of the above
mentioned options will be right for you. Have you tried any of the cable alternatives mentioned here? If so, which one did you use? How did you like them? For those who have tried multiple services, which one did I like best? Best?
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